
 

 

Silverdale Medical Centre 
 
 

Attendees 

Noel Bedder, Shantilal Valand, Arthur Hyde, Sue Scarborough, John Smith, Joanne Wright,   

Apologies & non attendance 

 Apologies from Sandra Coombe, Deborah Durrant. Bipin Brahmbhatt, Sarah Dowman, Lalita Mistry, 
Dikshika Mistry & Mehboob Mahomed, Kashmira Singapuri,  Usha Chauhan,Yahya Dakri no response. 

 

No Actions Who 

1 Welcome and introduction of new members 
New member John Smith was welcomed and introduced to the group. 
JW hadn’t heard back from some of the newer members, and had been unable to 
contact on telephone. JW to try again to contact the silent ones, or we will have to 
remove them from the group. 
 

ALL 
 
 
JW 
 
 

2 Matters arising 
JW went through the minutes of the previous meeting, all happy with minutes. JW 
has not seen Dr Shah to speak to regarding his suggestions, but has spoken to new, 
acting Practice Manager, Shamim Sadiq regarding leaflet racks and PPG 
noticeboard and these will be installed imminently. Still no date set regarding an 
open day. 
JW informed the group that, due to insurance reasons, Dr Harris will no longer be 
holding a regular clinic for coils and contraceptive implants, as stated in previous 
minutes. Dr Harris has now retired and ladies requiring these contraceptive services 
will be referred to the Sexual Health Clinic in Leicester. 
Due to a delay in paperwork Dr Clark is not a partner yet and Dr Shah remains a 
partner in name only. 
JS asked how many full time doctors the practice has and JW informed him 
accordingly. 
SV asked if the group as a whole could write to NHS England stating a need for 
more GPs at our practice. NB stated that he had looked into this, but with a national 
shortage of GPs there is little that can be done. 
JW informed the group that there is currently a new NHS initiative to employ and 
train doctors from abroad as GPs that SMC is taking part in. Our GP has been 
chosen and will start work in July and be contracted for 3 years. As stated, he is a 
fully qualified doctor who will be learning how to work as an NHS GP in England. 
This should be a big help and allow the booking of more clinics at the practice in the 
long run. 
 

 
JW 

3 Chairperson’s Report 
Mr Bedder has been sitting in reception, speaking to patients and has helped out 
reception staff by giving information to a new patient that was registering. He reports 
that a lot of patients have been asking about Dr Shah and also asking what GPs are 
now working at SMC as they are unfamiliar with the newer GPs. He suggested a 
photo display of the current GPs to let patients know who they will be seeing and 
help them to name who they wish to book appointments with. JW to look into this. 
Also, a statement regarding Dr Shah’s retirement would be appreciated. 

 
NB 
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No Actions Who 

JS pointed out that patients should be able to see the GP of their choice, however 
JW explained that, whilst every endeavor is made to do that, sometimes there can 
be a long wait for specific doctor’s appointments, that the patient is not prepared to 
wait for. In which case, an appointment with a different GP can be arranged. JS then 
asked what the doctors do when not seeing patients and JW listed the many jobs 
they have to complete daily, as well as seeing patients face to face. This includes 
actioning all test results, reading hospital letters and amending records accordingly, 
signing prescriptions, dealing with queries, approving letters and insurance forms, 
completing referrals, running reports, supervising/teaching students and a whole 
host of other administrative tasks are need to be completed daily, in addition  to 
seeing patients. 
NB gave thanks to all of the GPs and nursing/healthcare staff for all their hard work. 
NB pointed out that the PPG board needs to be installed, he is keen to get cracking 
on promoting our group. JW to look into adding a slide regarding joining our PPG on 
the TV screen in reception (Post meeting note, this has been added). NB was 
pleased to hear that the wheelchair has been used several times already and is a 
welcome addition to the practice.  
NB asked if the car park was being used more, since the addition of signage. JW 
reported that it was being used regularly. NB states that he went round and informed 
the shopkeepers across the road that a car park was now available for SMC 
patients, which should alleviate their parking concerns. 
NB noted that bike racks were required for the practice as well. 
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4 Input of ideas for new year/PPG Awareness week 
JW asked the group what sort of things they would like the group to be 
doing/working towards this year. There is a PPG awareness week coming up in 
June when we could do some promotion of the group and maybe have members 
helping to show patients how to use patient access, (The online system that allows 
patients to book appointments and order prescriptions.) JW has produced a simple 
guide to help patients to log on to this service in the first instance and is willing to 
train anyone who would like to help with this. No takers from the members present, 
offer stands for other group members, let JW know. 
JW suggested that members with a car and some free time could offer a taxi service 
to help patients to attend their appointments. SV queried what the insurance 
liabilities would be for this, JW unsure but would need to be looked into before taking 
idea any further. 
JS volunteered to come and spray weedkiller on the weeds coming up in the car 
park. He will come and do this within the next week or so. JW to inform staff that 
he will be doing this. (Done) Thank you given to Mr Smith. 
NB asked for a meeting to be called within a fortnight of the PPG board being 
installed so that members can help to fill the board with information about the group, 
it’s intentions and what we have achieved. JW also suggested that details of local 
support groups/social clubs be cut out of Thurmaston times, laminated and added to 
the board, as a small Community section to help patients. Help would be 
appreciated in doing this to keep it up to date. 
NB suggested that we invite Mike Westwood from the Thurmaston Times to our next 
meeting so he can put a write-up in the paper. 
JS suggested that the reception area is looking rather bare and wondered if some 
plants could be installed. NB and AH pointed out that plants can be an infection 
control hazard and messy. Maybe silk flowers could be installed on the desk, just to 
soften the look of the place. JW had seen some nice ones in Sainsbury’s and is 
to investigate this further. 
NB stated that we now need a commitment to the group from members, if they are 
not going to attend meetings there is no point in them being part of the group. JW to 
write to all members that do not regularly attend and inform them they will be 
removed unless they contribute to the group. 
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No Actions Who 

5 Any other business 
NB wished for the thoughts of the group to be passed on to Caroline. NB expressed 
thanks to Elaine and the reception staff for their professionalism and for answering 
his questions when he comes in. 
AH had been to another Health Centre where the board advised on ways to help a 
sore throat and how long to expect a common cold, throat infections etc to last and 
wondered if a similar one could be added to our screen. JW to look into this. 
 

 
NB 
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Date of next meeting 
Next group meeting due in August/September time. JW to contact group members 
when board is in situ or if a date is set for an official opening ceremony. 
 

 
JW 

 
 

 


